Stochastic resonance (SR) is a prominent phenomenon in many natural and engineered noisy system, whereby the response to a periodic forcing is greatly amplified when the intensity of the noise is tuned to within a specific range of values. We propose here a general mathematical framework based on large deviation theory for describing SR in noisy N-dimensional non-equilibrium systems possessing two metastable states and undergoing a periodically modulated forcing. The drift and the volatility fields of the equations of motion can be fairly general and the competing attractors of the deterministic dynamics and the edge state living on the basin boundary can, in principle, feature chaotic dynamics. Similarly, the perturbation field of the forcing can be fairly general. Our approach recover classical results previously presented in the literature and allows for expressing the parameters describing SR in the two-state coarse grained system setting in terms of the unperturbed drift field, the volatility field, and the perturbation field. We clarify which specific properties of the forcing amplify or suppress SR. Our results indicate a route for a detailed understanding of SR in rather general systems.
Stochastic resonance (SR) is a rather special and somewhat counterintuitive mechanism where noise plays the constructive role of catalyzing the amplification of the response of a system to a weak periodic signal. SR was originally proposed independently by Benzi et al. [1] [2] [3] and by Nicolis [4, 5] as a way to explain the occurrence of periodically spaced ice ages in the Quaternary era despite the presence of extremely weak periodic modulations of the incoming solar radiation due to the Milankovich cycles. Since then, SR has been found in a myriad of natural and engineered systems, and has been thoroughly explored through theory, experiments, and numerical simulations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , as well as through careful mathematical analyses (see, e.g., [12] [13] [14] ).
The goal of this letter is propose a general formulation of SR for stochastic systems possessing two metastable states. We will rewrite some of the classical results of SR in terms of quantities that can be derived from the equations of motion. Our treatment will in principle include the case of stochastically perturbed systems featuring, when noise is removed, two competing chaotic attractors supported on strange sets. The chaotic saddle supported on the basin boundary -the edge state [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] -can as well, in principle, be supported supported on a strange set and feature chaotic dynamics. While some hints at SR for this general case have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [8, 20, 21] , a complete treatment has not been yet presented, as for the author's knowledge.
The classical setting for studying SR relies on considering a system with one degree of freedom featuring overdamped dynamics described by the stochastic differential equation (SDE) dx/dt = −V ′ (x) + ǫ cos(ωt) + σdW/dt (1) where V (x) = −ax 2 + bx 4 (a, b > 0) features two stable equilibria at x = ±x 0 = ±(a/2b) 1/2 , ω is the frequency of the periodic forcing, dW is the increment of a brownian motion, and σ modulates the intensity of the stochastic forcing. Stochastic forcing will lead to trajectories performing transitions between the basin of attractions of the two stable equilibria; we indicate by 2 (1) the basin of attraction of x 0 (−x 0 ). If ǫ = 0 and σ > 0, the classical Kramers' theory [22] predicts that, in the weak-noise limit, the average transition rate between the two basins of attraction is
The Kramers' formula has been generalised by by Bovier et al. [23] for N-dimensional gradient flows of the form dx(t) = −∇U(x)dt + σdW , where x ∈ R N and dW is a vector whose components are N independent increments of a brownian motion; see also [24] .
The classical result on SR says that, by and large, if we now switch on the periodic forcing by setting ǫ > 0, one gets that the periodic component of the expectation value x(t) is greatly amplified if r 1,σ = r 2,σ ≈ ω/4π = 2/T . By tuning the noise in this way, one can obtain a virtually perfect synchronization between the periodic forcing and the transitions between the two basins of attraction for each individual ensemble member; see also [25] . The problem has been later generalised to the case of non-Gaussian noise laws [26, 27] , while a general treatment of SR in an asymmetric potential with complex stochastic forcing has been presented by Qiao et al. [28] .
A useful simplification to the problem is obtained by discretizing the system so that it is described by two states only, see, e.g. [6, 7] . The coarse graining procedure leads to concentrating on the interwell hopping, and to neglecting the intrawell dynamics. Solid mathematical foundations to this approach can be found in, e.g, [29, 30] . Let's refer to these states as x 1 and x 2 , corresponding to the two basin of attractions of x 0 and −x 0 , respectively. The analysis of SR for the two-state model has been presented for the symmetric case by, e.g, [6, 7] , while general results have been presented for the asymmetric case and for non-Gaussian stochastic forcing in [31, 32] . We will come back to these results later in the letter.
Most of the result on SR have been derived in the case of one-dimensional systems or, more generally, of N-dimensional gradient flows. We present here a generalisation of this problem includng the case of non-equilibrium system, i.e., which do not obey detailed balance conditions.
We then consider a stochastic differential equation (SDE) in Itô form written as
where x, F ∈ R N , dW j is the increment of an N−dimensional brownian motion, C ij (x) = s ik (x)s jk (x) is the noise covariance matrix with s ij (x) ∈ R N ×N , and σ ≥ 0. We assume thaṫ
has multiple steady states, so that the phase space is partitioned between the basins of attraction B j of the attractors Ω j and the boundaries ∂B l , l = 1, . . . , L separating such basins. Orbits initialized on the basin boundaries ∂B l , l = 1, . . . , L are attracted towards invariant saddles. Such saddles Π l , l = 1, . . . , L are called edge states and can feature chaotic dynamics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ; in this case we refer to the edge states as Melancholia (M) states [19, 33, 34] . In absence of noise, the asymptotic state is uniquely determined by the initial condition, while noise allows trajectories to hop across boundaries between the various basins of attraction.
In the case of elliptic (and possibly hypoelliptic) diffusion processes, the Freidlin-Wentzell [35] theory and modifications thereof [36] [37] [38] show that in the weak-noise limit σ → 0 the (unique) invariant measure can be written as a large deviation law:
where the rate function Φ(x) is referred to as pseudo-potential, and we have neglected the pre-
Moreover, the probability that an orbit with initial condition in B j does not escape from it over a time p decays as:
wherer j,σ is the expected escape time and where ∆Φ j = Φ(Π l ) − Φ(Ω j ) is the lowest pseudopotential barrier height [38] , i.e. Φ has the lowest value in Π l compared to all the other edge states
neighbouring Ω j . In general, one may need to add a correcting prefactor in Eq. 5 [38] .
Note thatr j,σ given in Eq. 5 does not contain the pre-exponential factor, as opposed to Eq. 2.
Bouchet and Reygner [39] provided an expression for such pre-exponential factor for general nonequilibrium diffusion processes under the assumption that attractors and edge states are simple points, thus generalising the results by Bovier et al. [23] . As we aim at treating also a more general setting for the geometry of attractors and edge states, we pay below the price of having to take the pre-exponential factors as phenomenological parameters one can find from experiments or numerical simulations.
Following [36] , we describe how to compute Φ and explain its dynamical meaning. In the general case of non-gradient flow as in Eq. 3, one can compute the pseudo-potential as follows, see [36, 37] . We write the drift vector field as the sum of two vector fields:
that are mutually orthogonal, so that R i (x)∂ i Φ(x) = 0. In the case Eq 3 describes a thermodynamical system near equilibrium, R defines the time reversible dynamics, while F − R defines the irreversible, dissipative dynamics [40] . In general, the decomposition of F into these two components can be achieved by solving with respect to Φ the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the form:
Note that this equation can also be obtained by solving, in the weak noise limit, the stationary Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to Eq. 3:
where J is the current density, and usings as ansatz the expression given in Eq. 4. Φ can also be computed by solving the variational problem associated with the Freidlin-Wentzell action [41] .
Finally, alternative routes for computing Φ have been proposed in [42, 43] . 1 The explicit computation of Φ is, in general, far from trivial, yet of great interest in many applications; see e.g., [45] for the case of biological systems. Brackston et al. [46] have recently proposed an algorithm for estimating Φ in the case the governing equations are polynomial and involves solving an optimization over the coefficients of a polynomial function. Instead, Tang et al. [47] proposed a variational methodology for estimating in the the populations corresponding to each determininistic attractor without resorting to computing the invariant measure.
One finds that dΦ(
As a result, just as in the case of gradient flow, Φ has the role of a Lyapunov function whose decrease describes the convergence on an orbit to the attractor. Specifically, Φ(x) has local minima at the deterministic attractors Ω j , j = 1, . . . , J and has a saddle behaviour at the edge states Π l , l = 1, . . . , L. If an attractor (edge state) is chaotic, Φ has constant value over its support, which can then be a strange set [36, 37] . The standard case of gradient flow and noise correlation matrix We remark that, in the zero-noise limit, the transition paths follow the instantons. Instantons are defined as solutions of
that connect a point in Ω j to a point in Π l . Instantonic trajectories have a reversed component of the gradient contribution to the vector field compared to regular -relaxation -trajectories.
Let's now assume that, generalising Eq. 1, we perturb the Eq. 3 as follows:
where ǫ is a small parameter. As a result of the perturbation, the rate function Φ ǫ (x) will depend on the parameter ǫ. Assuming ǫ small, we can expand Φ ǫ (x) = Φ(x) + ǫΨ(x) + h.o.t.. Substituting this expansion in Eq. 7 and collecting the first order terms, we obtain:
Solving the previous linear equation with respect to Ψ(x) allows us to derive the first order correction to the rate function, so that Φ → Φ + ǫΨ, with the ensuing modifications in, e.g, Eqs. 4 and 5. In the latter, in the spirit of linear perturbation, the pseudo-potential difference is evaluated by considering the unperturbed attractor and edge state. Bouchet et al. [41] showed in great generality that the correction term Ψ can indeed be found and proposed an algorithmic procedure to compute the perturbative terms at all orders in ǫ. In the standard one-dimensional case described by Eq. 1, one has Ψ(x) = x.
We now consider the simple case of a bistable system, such that, in the weak-noise limit 2 , the escape rate (inverse of the expected escape time) from the basins of attraction B j is:
where in the last passage we have assumed α j /r j ≪ 1, and h.o.t. indicates We have explicit expressions for the rate in terms of the pseudo-potential of the system. The escape times implied by the rates in Eq. 12 are very long compared to the dynamical time scales of the system within basins of attraction. In our case, the prefactors A j , j = 1, 2 should be estimated from numerical experiments performed with different values of the noise strength σ. Nonetheless, unless A 1 /A 2 is very different from 1 (which amounts to having a radically different properties of the pseudopotential near the two attractors), the results below depend weakly (compared to σ) on A 1 /A 2 .
We now treat the case of a time-dependent variant of the perturbed evolution given in Eq. 10, where we consider ǫ → ǫ cos(ωt). If the period of the oscillation T = 2π/ω is much longer than the internal time scales of the system within each attractor, we obtain that, using a quasi-adiabatic approximation [7] , the escape rates of the perturbed system can be written as:
We then perform a coarse graining and consider the two-state system corresponding to the two unperturbed attractors Ω 1 and Ω 2 . The master equation for the population of state 1, n 1 (t), is:
2 Note that we do not take the limit σ → 0 because this leads to concentrating the measure over the deterministic attractor featuring the lower value of the pseudo-potential, leading to the disappearance of bistability; see [34] for a discussion of an associated first order phase transition in a climate model.
where n 1 (t) + n 2 (t) = 1. Note that, such this two-state approximation, the time-dependent ex-
where O j is the expectation value of O in the measure supported on the unperturbed attractor Ω j . In the usual case described by Eq. 1, one typically choses O = x.
In the limit of weak forcing, the asymptotic oscillatory behaviour of n 1 , realised after transients have died out (this happens over a time scale τ = 1/(r 1,σ + r 2,σ )) can be found by proposing the ansatz solution n 1 (t) = c + ǫR cos(ωt − φ) in Eq. 14 and keeping the terms proportional to ǫ 0 and ǫ 1 . One finds:
The constant c gives the unperturbed result one obtains by setting ǫ = 0, while the phase difference between forcing and response is given by φ.
The value of R indicates whether we are in SR conditions or not, because R measures the strength of the periodic motion of the ensemble mean of the trajectories. R tends to zero as σ → 0 and σ → ∞ (keeping in mind that the latter limit goes against our weak noise assumption), and one expects that a maximum for R is achieved for intermediate values of σ. Such maximum defines conditions of SR. As discussed in [28, 31] , the resonance is, ceteris paribus, weakened by the presence of strong asymmetries in the system. Taking the standard symmetric case where A 1 = A 2 and ∆Φ 1 = ∆Φ 2 , one gets, by maximizing R, the following trascendental equation for σ defining the SR condition:
The resonance condition we find agrees, obviously, with the result presented in [7] ; the main improvement we get in our result is that we can relate all parameters in the previous equation to the unperturbed equations of motion via Φ. We will comment below on the relevance of the specific functional form of the perturbation field G.
ing and the noise interact constructively to create in the power spectrum of a general observable a strong spectral feature at the frequency ω of the periodic forcing. We study the t−averaged correlation function for a general observable O:
and, in particular of its symmetrized Fourier Transform S s
and ν is the angular frequency. In order to find the correct expression of S s O (ν) one needs to consider transient behaviour as well, as opposed to the case of the estimate of R above. Following the careful calculations in [31] , one finds that:
where the first two terms refer to the singular components of the spectrum and the second two describe the continuum component. Specifically, one has: Following [7] , one defines the (linear) spectral amplification SNR as follows:
which leads to the final result:
SNR is clearly maximized in the symmetric case A 1 = A 2 , ∆Φ 1 = ∆Φ 2 , where we obtain
In the symmetric case, SNR is maximized if σ 2 = ∆Φ 1 , regardless of the perturbation field, which generalises what given in [7] .
The expression of R in Eq. 16 and of SNR in Eq. 25 indicate that, in the weak-perturbation and weak noise limit the choice of the perturbation field G impacts the strength of the signal (both in conditions of SR or not) exclusively through the factor |∆Ψ 1 − ∆Ψ 2 |. Clearly, perturbation fields G's differing in the transversal (with respect to the gradient structure, see Eq. 6) component have the same effect in terms of SR.
In particular, we find that SR is entirely suppressed if ∆Ψ 1 −∆Ψ 2 = 0, which means Ψ 1 = Ψ 2 .
In other terms, if the change in the pseudo-potential is the same in Ω 1 and Ω 2 , there is no SR phenomenon at all. Again, this condition can be realised for a very large class of non trivial G's. In this case, adiabatically we see an periodic increase and decrease of the both r 1,σ and r 2,σ .
This amounts to a slow modulation in the overall inter-well time scale of the system and has no differential effects on the transition 1 → 2 and 2 → 1.
We conclude by saying that our analysis above bridges the investigation of the statistical properties of general non-equilibrium systems with that of SR. We have been able to derive some of the main classical results of SR with the great advantage that the parameters contained in the SR conditions can be derived from the drift and volatility terms of the equations of motion through the computation of the pseudo-potential Φ and Ψ. This paves the way for the study of SR-related phenomena in many systems, especially taking into account that the assumption of a (one-dimensional) gradient structure for the drift component of the flow is far from verified (or meaningful, in fact) in general; see discussion in [48] . We have clarified that SR is an intrinsic property of the unperturbed system, which is catalysed by the presence of the periodically oscillating perturbation field. The details of the perturbation field impact through a simple linear factor defining the intensity of resonance. Our results can be extended to the case of multiple metastable states connected through a potentially complex network of channels defined by the edge states between them. A fundamental improvement to our results would come from the possibility of using a general formula for the pre-exponential factor of the escape rates valid also for the case of nontrivial attracting and saddle sets. The lack of such a general formula makes our finding somewhat phenomenologic, yet hopefully useful. We foresee applications of our results in the many areas where SR has proved to be a valuable and useful concept, as in biology, electronics, physiology, climate science, and physics. The fact that several numerical algorithms and analytical techniques for computing the pseudo-potential have been presented in the literature paves the way for a systematic study of SR in general non-equilibrium systems. As for the inclination of the author, and in the spirit of the first investigations of SR, the author will attempt in future investigations a careful numerical and analytical examination of SR in the multistable climate model presented in [33, 34] .
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